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Company Overview
IRM Industries (name altered) is a
reputed company, located in
Greater Noida, engaged in the
manufacturing of electronic goods.
This particular company came into
being in 2006 and has been steadily
making progress in the arena.

This case focuses on the selection interview process of IRM industries- the manufacturers of
electronic goods.  IRM was founded in 2006, and though it has been steadily making progress in
the arena, the company remains at a ‘not-so-satisfactory’ stage in some aspects of the business.
Ronnie Dais (RD) is the Vice President of the company and is the son of owner of the company.
Deepak Kumar (DK) is a Class-A Scientist from the Research and Development
departmentwhom Ronnie has assigned to conduct the interviews of Assistant Manager Marketing
for the company. Ronnie nominated Deepak for conducting the interviews for the following two
reasons:first, at IRM, Deepak speaks the best English, and secondly, he is the smartest employee
of IRM as he dresses up immaculately. The series of conversations between RD & DKpresented
as intertwined scenes in the case pinpoint the implications for practitioners who are responsible
for the selection process. The case compels readers to go beyond the issue at hand and
contemplate howselection-error can impact anycompany’s progress.

Learning Objectives: The case helps bring to fore some essentials of the selection process vital
for error-free selection.

Connected Theory: The characteristics and steps/stages of an effective selection process and
the roles and responsibility of the interviewer.

Learning Outcomes: to be able to apply the HR Principle of the “Right: Person-Place-Time” and
critically analyze the characteristics of an interviewer and his/her interview style for making the
right selection.
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However, despite best efforts, it
remains at a not so satisfactory stage
in some fields.

Scene 1

The conversation, regarding
selection of candidates, took place
between Mr. Ronnie Dais
(popularly known as RD) and Mr.
Deepak Kumar (alias DK) of IRM
Industries. RD is the Vice President
of company and is the son of owner
of the company. One of the case
authors incidentally happened to
be present there when the
conversation between RD and DK
took place. The conversation
between DK and RDwent on like
this:

Gist of Conversation

RD, “DK, you know I was
called by the CEO last week, and he
asked me to pick up the most
suitable person to conduct the
interviews for appointment of
Assistant Manager Marketing for
the company. I am more than
convinced that you are the most
suitable person to conduct the
interview.”

DK, with a bewildered look
reacted, “Why me Sir? I have
nothing to do with the interviews. I
am Scientist - Class A Research and
Development, and have no
knowledge of Marketing related
aspects.”
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RD, “Look DK, conducting
interviews is very simple, it requires
no expertise, it requires nothing
special. Just call the candidates one
by one and ask some questions and
that is it. We all generally know
what is marketing (RD looked at DK
for approval and DK just smiled,
which RD misconstrued to be an
agreement with him). By the way
DK, there would be 10 candidates. I
do not know why figure the 10.”

DK continued to protest, “Sir, I
feel we are making a major mistake
in conducting these interviews in
such a lackadaisical manner. I think
our company’s repute will suffer a
major dent. May I request you to
reconsider your decision? Why
can’t this be done by Director
Marketing?”

RD tried to convince DK, “do
you know when I joined the
organization in 2000 as an
Assistant Manager, I conducted
interviews of personal secretaries
and selected the best of the lot and
those candidates are doing
exceptionally well. I just went by
few simple yardsticks. First, the
applicants should be well
mannered and secondly, he/she
must be smartly dressed. See, how
all those secretaries are performing!
Before starting the interviews, just
collect photographs of all the
candidates, otherwise you may
interview Nisha thinking she is
Neha (he there after laughed at his
own joke). While going out, collect
the advertisement, which was
published in the newspaper about
this job. DK, I have nominated you
because you speak the best English
and are the smartest employee of
our company. Other than me, I
think you are the only one who
dresses up immaculately. After all,
our company’s reputation is at
stake. We have to be best dressed
and well mannered.”

DK having lost the verbal battle,
“Since you are insisting Sir, please
tell me, who will assist me in the
process, what type of interview
should I conduct and where do I
conduct the interviews?

RD’s response was, “you ask
too many questions, but let me
answer these one by one for you.
Firstly, who will assist you, well no
one, because you are a very
intelligent person and have
accumulated lot of experience in the
company.  In fact, you joined the
company much before I did and, in
my opinion, you already know
what we are looking for in the
marketing guys. The candidate
must know what is market, etc.,
etc…etc., and ask whatever else you
can think of. However, if you still
insist, then pick up any one from
your department, I would have
given you someone from Marketing
Department, but then the employees
are busy in some seminar.
Secondly, with regard to the type of
interview, conduct any type you
deem appropriate. It can be a general
or specific interview. You must
focus on candidate’sfluency in
speaking English. After all they
have to speak to people in different
companies. Thirdly, regarding your
query about venue for interview,
you can conduct it in any room
which is vacant. Why waste your
and their time in Group
Discussions and some written tests,
etc. By the way DK, please see to it
that the candidates are medically fit.
I like fit people. In fact, see how fit I
am! Kindly don’t select any lady,
because we already have too many
of them. You may start the
interviews as soon as you are ready.
It seems some idiot has called the
candidates already and they all
have been waiting for last two
hours.”

DK took leave of RD and left the
office in disgust. Onlookers saw DK

mumbling something while
walking out of RD’s office and he
continued to do so under his breath
till he reached his own office.

Scene 2

Mr. Deepak Kumar (DK), chose
the first room he came across, which
was coincidentally vacant. He
started the interview at 14.00 hours
on the same day. DK was disgusted
and angry with the system for
getting him unnecessarily involved
in something in which he had no
expertise. He decided to be alone to
conduct the interviews and had
only photographs of the
candidates. The first candidate was
called in and the interview began:

DK, “your name?”

Candidate, “I am Asif.”

DK, “Who is the president of Greece?
Is he a man or a woman?”

Asif, “Let me think Sir.”

“Stop thinking”, was the reaction of
DK.

Asif, “Sorry Sir, I do not know.”

DK, “Do you have a residence proof?”

Asif, “No Sir, it was not asked for.”

DK, “what have you done in life and
what are your hobbies?”

Asif, “Done in what way, Sir?”

DK, “Education front”

Asif, “Sir, I am MBA Marketing from
National Institute of Management,
Calcutta. I have also done MA
Economics from Jabalpur
University and stood first in my
class.”

DK, “Why have the authorities
changed the name of city from
Calcutta to Kolkata?”

(Continued on p. 48)


